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PRESS RELEASE 

 

azur100 ranking: GSK Stockmann among the top 15 employers for 
lawyers 

According to the current azur100 Ranking 2020, GSK Stockmann is one of the 

TOP 15 employers for lawyers and has succeeded in increasing its attractiveness as 

an employer from 22nd to 15th place.       

According to the azur rating, the decisive factors for the good overall assessment of 

the law firm are above all an extensive associate training (GSK Academy), above-

average satisfaction of the employees with regard to promotion opportunities and 

career advancement of the firm as well as overall very good team and firm mentality. 

The associates also praise the high degree of independence in the work on the 

client's behalf and the opportunity to become involved and actively participate in the 

development of the law firm. Superior marks have been given for the clear career-

level system of the associates as well as the comprehensive internship program.  

"We are very pleased that we obviously have many associates who feel comfortable 

working with us. This positive perception of us as an employer encourages us to 

continue taking the perspective of our employees in order to remain attractive as a 

law firm and employer in the future," said Oliver Glück, Co-Managing Partner at 

GSK Stockmann.  

"The young lawyers appreciate the great team and firm mentality, the possibility to 

work in an independent manner close to the client and the feeling of being supported 

in the best possible way on their career path in the firm. The special thing about this is 

that our associates themselves play a major role in the promotion of young talent 

and, for example, are actively involved in shaping our internship programs and take 

time every day to train young colleagues. We are proud of our associates and the 

good rating as a TOP-15 employer, which we would not have achieved without them. 

The award is a great recognition for the firm and at the same time an obligation for 

us to continue on the path of modern and attentive human resources management."   

Every year, the career magazine azur publishes "azur100 Top Employers", a list of the 

top 100 employers for lawyers. For this, both applicants and associates are 
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interviewed by the azur editorial team, and data and key figures from the law firms 

are also included in the evaluation.  

For more information about the ranking: https://www.azur-online.de/2020/03/gsk-

stockmann-top-arbeitgeber 

Become part of our team and apply today at: https://career.gsk.de/. We look forward 

to receiving your application. 
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GSK Stockmann is a leading, independent European corporate law firm.  About 200 
professionals advise German and international clients at our locations in Berlin, 
Frankfurt/M., Hamburg, Heidelberg, Munich and Luxembourg.  
 
GSK Stockmann is the law firm of choice for Real Estate and Financial Services. In 
addition, we have deep-rooted expertise in key sectors including Funds, Capital 
Markets, Public, Mobility, Energy and Healthcare.  
 
For international transactions and projects, we work together with selected reputable 
law firms abroad. 
 
Our advice combines an economic focus with entrepreneurial foresight. That is what is 
behind: 

Your perspective. 

More about us: www.gsk.de 
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